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Acerca de la Colección Micrologías 
 
 Podría decirse que el origen de esta colección está íntimamente relacionada con los dos 
volúmenes que inician este nuevo proyecto de Próxima Rotonda Ediciones. Allá por marzo de 2014, en 
la ciudad de Tinghir, Marruecos, pensamos que las historias que habíamos vivido en Guelmim y 
Uarzazat eran materiales que merecían ser publicados de forma independiente, en ediciones breves 
(por aquellos días solo imaginábamos versiones en PDF). En línea con los conceptos de microcuentos y 
microrelatos en los que ya veníamos trabajando, ¿por qué no un “microlibro”?, fue la retórica 
pregunta, mientras rondábamos las puertas del desierto del Sahara. 
 Dos años y medio más tarde, éstas historias dan comienzo a la Colección Micrologías, una serie 
de libros artesanales que guardan como concepto común la invitación a ser leídos en una sentada, de 
un golpe, en la búsqueda de que el lector viva una experiencia literaria distinta, acaso más intensa. Ésta 
colección integrará trabajos tan diversos como novelas cortas, cuentos largos, de ficción y de no 
ficción, obras colectivas, antologías de cuentos y relatos, ensayos, y futuros materiales que puedan ir 
surgiendo.  
 Al final de esta obra encontrará la lista de los volumenes que, por el momento, forman parte 
de esta colección, que tiene la lógica aspiración de volverse infinita. 
 Extendemos un agradecimiento especial a ese particular y ecléctico ecosistema conocido como 
FLIA, que ha colaborado en inspirar de modo decisivo esta colección, y a nuestros familiares y amigos, 
que nos han apoyado con éste y otros proyectos, y sabemos que lo seguirán haciendo, sin importar 
cuan lejos intenten llegar nuestras locuras.  
 

Preface to the first edition 
 
 More than a short version, we should have called this thing you have in your hands a first 
attempt. It is actually the first time I publish in paper, even in a book format, the self-translations of my 
work.   
 From the original first edition in spanish, the biggest difference is that it just includes the 
microstories. Even in the case of the microstories, we couldn´t even include them all (you can find 
them, though, in www.ficcionesppf.com.ar).  
 The main reason of this reduced option is we thought we should stick to the only concept 
above this collection of books (this is the only one in english so far): the size.  
 Although it is not the full version, it made a ton of sense to publish this work, this way; the first 
book in english to be published in a collection meant to account only “micro books”, it is precisely just a 
microstories book.  
 Other than that, you can consider this work, more than a translation, as a bunch of stories 
written by a guy using its second language, learned more in the streets, chatting and reading books, 
than inside an academy . 
 In some random future, it might come the time to publish the full version. In the meantime, 
why don´t you think a bit about COPYLEFT? 

 

 
 
 

This work is dedicated to all the people that helped me, in one way or another, to learn and improve 
my english.  
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THE QUESTION MARK (AND OTHER NOTES) 
 
Allow me to indulge my fancy. You see, gentlemen, reason is an excellent thing, there’s no disputing 
that, but reason is nothing but reason and satisfies only the rational side of man’s nature, while will is a 
manifestation of the whole life, that is, of the whole human life including reason and all the impulses. 
And although our life, in this manifestation of it, is often worthless, yet it is life and not simply 
extracting square roots.  
 
FD, Notes from the underground, 1864 
 
The question mark 

Why did you show up again? You thought I had forgotten you? You supposed I would not 
recognize you? You’ve guessed that I still had a few questions to make? Did you wait till my spirit 
became stronger than the first time? Did I surprise you? Did I disappoint you? Are you staying? 

 
The hidden centimeters 

The invitation is received by a middle iron door. It obligates to assent immediately. Through 
the door, the knoll, which carries the population of the autumn, hints a possible meeting with the 
hidden centimeters.  

Remote points, paths not often chosen, the hidden centimeters exalt their singularity without 
blushing. They only receive visits from the explorers that hang around lost, from those who rebel 
against the tyranny of the location. 

The hidden centimeters don’t request any explanation; they don’t ask where you come from 
or where you are heading. “You do not come here to lose time”, they whisper, with a hoarse voice, 
from those ones that have a good time hanging for the green light. The welcome words, however, 
sound coercive, faddy; the soft but imperative voice helps to keep away some trivial visitors. 

The stay is always disquieted. The hidden centimeters offer seats of becoming and do not even 
ask the drink the guest wants. They consider, with good reason, that their company is enough 
hospitality.   

They never do anything to force the lost explorer to stay or to go away. The furtive appearance 
of some of their population, the squirrels, startle for a few moments; after a while, they reveal 
themselves as indifferent hosts, but, above all, opened to the short coexistence with the unknown. 
They are nomads, like the lost explorers, why would they produce a territory argument? 

While is arriving, the night, the eternal lover of the hidden centimeters, push the time to 
depart; only the most ambitious lost explorers bet to fight against night’s jealousy. 

Behind the crunch of brown and orange leaves of their time, the hidden centimeters whisper 
again, with the same voice they have for the welcome, but in an even more arrogant tone. “You will 
not forget us”. 
 
Wheat 
 - There, in those fields, there was wheat before. 
 The kid was not always amused by what his father used to tell when they were in the route. He 
usually nodded slightly without any answer, neither stop looking through the window; a lazy gesture of 
empathy towards his father for all interaction between story and story. 

- For a long time we were the major producers of wheat in the world. But, a few years now, we 
don’t plant that much wheat, soy is planted instead. Soy is those small bushes that form long green 
lines.  

He took a quick breathe and continued. 
- The route was more beautiful when we planted wheat. When the sun was hitting hard the 

spikes shined like gold. 



The stereo, that was tuning a low frequency radio from the area, was offering an old local 
folklore song that nobody knew anymore. The father was moving his head like following the music, 
with an obvious lack of any notion of rhythm. 

- We don’t need wheat anymore? 
The father turned his sight away from the road and scrutinized his son for a while, surprised by 

the unusual question. He didn’t remember the last time his son had got any interest in one of his 
stories of the route. 

- Off course we need it. With the wheat is made the flour, for the bread, and also for the pasta, 
and many other things. The other countries, also, used to buy us a lot.  

A brief silence took over, only covered by the music. It appeared to be the end of the short and 
unexpected interruption of the monologue. The father was going to share something he had watched 
in the TV about VVG’s obsession with the wheat fields, but his son anticipated him before he could 
even open his mouth.  

- Then why soy is planted and not wheat? 
 The father looked at him again and turned back hesitating.  

- Because it worth more money, then the owners of the fields make the decision based on 
their benefit. 

- But do we need soy? 
- Well, oil and other things are done with soy. Although we also get oil from sunflower, corn 

and olive. The thing is the chinese buy a lot of soy and the price raise. Also, the productivity generated 
by the GMO´s... 

- Why do they buy soy? 
- Mmm, well... I think it is to feed pigs and chickens mostly. 
- So we don’t plant wheat for our food, but we plant soy to feed the animals of the chinese 

people.  
The father turned the sight aside from the road once again. His son continued with the head 

towards the window, with the same carefree expression of always, lay over the seat the way that can 
only be done by somebody small. He turned the attention back to the route, without answering 
anything to his son remark.  

- I like bread. 
- I like it too, son. 
A new silence, only interrupted by the broadcaster, who was announcing a nice chacarera. The 

father was visibly uncomfortable and sorrowed by the curiosity of his son. The kid turned to his father 
for the first time since they got in the car, with a certain gesture of consternation.  

- Dad, can we buy a field to plant wheat, so the bread is not finished? 
 
Formiche 

Let’s assume for an instance that the ants would have self-awareness, judgment and 
reasoning. Same as the human being. Right, I know that you don’t have any time for these weird 
matters. Yes, it’s unreal. Relax for once and think one second in this thing I have to tell you. Aha, aha. 
Yes, off course. I understand. Are you finished? Oh right.  

As I was saying, let’s assume that the ants would have self-awareness, judgment and 
reasoning. They go around, in the grass, in the soil, near the trees. They build their nests, which are 
their home, or more like their neighborhoods. They search for small leaves and breadcrumbs, and they 
take them there. For sure they have more stocked than the ones that they eat. A pleasant life, 
particularly with this spring weather. 

However, sometimes, when they go out there to work, some big living beings walk next to 
them. They walk in two paws and have a height between one and two meters. They are huge! Some 
don’t notice them and, careless, kill a few; others realize that they are there and they step on them, for 
fun or fear or for that thing of “let’s eliminate the insects”. If the aggressors are ones smaller and 



bored, they may spit on them or put obstacles to disturb their behavior. In case of holding a big 
community, they might enforce the final solution: a rain of toxic gas, courtesy of the “exterminator” or 
“fumigator”.  

Anyhow, if we are assuming that they have self-awareness, judgment and reasoning, the ants 
realize that these living beings generate inconveniences. They must think something about those guys. 
Would they be the gods punishing them with uncontrollable rage, cause they haven’t done the 
adequate offerings? Would they be the demons, which appeared for something wrong they’ve done? 
Would they be the ruling class, which is taking it out against the dominated class? Would it be the 
consequence of the location of the stars in a given time and place? Would they be part of the evolution 
of life on earth? Would they be the enemy to defeat to, finally, become the emperors of the planet? 

And there’s more. Let’s take the group of ants that live in this garden, for example those ones 
that are walking next to the swimming pool. Most likely they were born here and don’t know nothing 
beyond this garden. Then, in their self-awareness, and by their judgment and reasoning, they arrive to 
the conclusion that the world is as big as this garden. For them it doesn’t exist dogs, or traffic lights, or 
ice cream stains on the floor, or routes, or theaters. They don’t exist because the ants did not have the 
opportunity to see all those things and nobody came here to tell them. The world for them consists in 
this portion of grass, in that other of ceramic, and maybe these chairs and that grill and the blue hose 
that is over there, if they sometime search the whole garden. It’s possible to conclude that they are 
ignorant, cause they ignore what is the world and life. The world and life for them consist only in what 
they could see. 

Now, imagine if we take just one of them and we drop it in the street. Everything is new. It 
sees a tree and recognizes it, cause in the “world” there was a tree. But then a dog shows up. And a 
car. A lot of cars. And everything smell so different. What would happen to it? Would it freak out? 
Would it marvel? Would it miss the “world”? Would it go around to discover the new one? From it 
wouldn’t be able to escape is from pursuing its instincts, that is its real nature. La fortuna è un fatto 
curioso.  
 
Let's talk? 
 Yesterday I really wanted to talk to you, even if I didn't know any good excuse to do  so. And 
finally I didn't. 
 This morning I really wanted to talk to you, but I thought it was not more than a sordid 
melancholy morning, the ones that make you consider that it's possible that two or three reasons of 
the alcoholics are fair. And finally I didn't. 
 Right now, while I listen to this huge guitarist, I really want to talk to you. And I'm sure that, 
finally, I won't. You know why? 
 Because my spirit couldn't take another cold word from those unforgettable lips, neither 
another rationalizing observation about magical and mysterious matters, neither another ironic grin 
about that little nest of psychedelic and present we built in a few instants, neither another 
machiavellian opinion about dreams and imagination.    
 Maybe tomorrow I will be strong enough and I will defeat the fear in my spirit, or simply will 
find the animus of the one that doesn't care about nothing, and finally I do talk to you, and I wish I do, 
because the truth is I really, really want to do it. 
 
“He knew he was beaten now finally and without remedy and he went back to the stern and found the 
jagged end of the tiller would fit in the slot of the rudder well enough for him to steer. He settled the 
sack around his shoulders and put the skiff on her course. He sailed lightly now and he had no thoughts 
nor any feelings of any kind. He was past everything now and he sailed the skiff to make his home port 
as well and as intelligently as he could. In the night sharks hit the carcass as someone might pick up 
crumbs from the table. The old man paid no attention to them and did not pay any attention to 



anything except steering. He only noticed how lightly and bow well the skiff sailed now there was no 
great weight beside her”. 
 
EH, The old man and the sea, 1951 
 
 
 
The question mark II 

Which is the cause of your stealthy appearance? 
Should I consider myself privileged or sentenced for your 
visit? Will it worth it to pay you attention or will be, 
eventually, useless? Can I let my guard down and rest my 
back, or you will betray me with disregard and coldness? 
 
Over there 

Where do you wanna go? Why do you think it is 
over there? Have you thought this through carefully? Is it 
because of the irregular route that the light makes, with 
its special discoloration, from intense blue to the most 
shimmering white? Is it because of that mysterious curve? Is it because of the attractive and poetic 
shadow of the sides? Or just for the fear of forgetting its magnificent beauty? 

Sometimes you say you know a lot, and regret it instantly. Appealing to the silent and the 
dignity, in these cases, might be an adequate device. Maybe, even if it doesn’t look like, you're 
learning. But remember: sit down to play poker with the random, only when you consider yourself 
ready for a tough match. 
 
Intruder 

What are you doing there? You again? You told me you were leaving. Well, you didn’t express 
it that way, but it was quite clear you were leaving. It was supposed you wouldn’t come back. And you 
did it. Several times. The first one was too soon, don’t you think? Not even a month. And now, four 
months later, I’ve already lost the count. Why do you do this? 

I must confess that seeing you again made me glad for a while. Your gestures, your smile, your 
hints. I’ve missed them, off course. Why would I lie to you? And there you were, in front of me. Till I 
realized. Then I hated you. I hate you right now. 

It’s not going to last. It’s impossible to hate you sincerely. It’s temporary. Your reappearances 
leave me a huge void hard to overcome. Yes, I know, it’s not your fault. It’s not mine either. But the 
hole is mine, all mine. I can’t stand this hole anymore! Go away! And never come back! 

Yes, that’s what I would like to yell you, while I still hate you. But there’s something that 
doesn’t let me. Is that fictitious and ephemeral joy, those little instants of fullness, that moment while 
you are there. Fuck the infinite void! Who gives a shit about the hole? Come back! Come back, please! 
At least one more time. 
 
A bit rascal 

In those days there was nothing we care much about. We were dedicated to wander the 
streets with no predefined path. Every day was a new errant go around, telling a few stories and, most 
of all, hanging out. The summer sun used to be tougher than now. Sometimes we had more than forty 
degrees. 

Occasionally, we visited someone around and we stayed in the threshold of the door doing 
more or less the same. But some other times we tested ourselves creative, trying to keep up the 
alleged insolence. The nonsenses attracted as much as a white shim with dark panties or a half full 



package of cigarettes in the floor, ready to be smoked by the lucky guy who would kick it. 
Once someone had the idea of spending the afternoon doing an outdoor recreational activity, 

a very popular one around those who had 13 or 14 years: throw objects to public transport vehicles in 
movement. The boldest and spiteful ones were doing it with small stones, only to close windows, 
usually in rainy days. Other options were ice cubs or eggs, but only if you had a house close for 
provisioning. 

I proposed to change the ammunition for something less harmful but funnier: the classic water 
balloons. I had tried it one afternoon of hanging around with some guys. I told the achievement of 
connecting a passenger of the 21, who had the window opened cause of the intense heat. We didn’t 
get to see the pop cause the bus was going really fast, but it was clear the water balloon crossed 
straight through the selfsame center of the hole, almost certainly at the height of the head. 

The story didn’t move particularly but there was not much to do, so we set course. One 
remembered that close to the train tracks there was a tap from which we used to drink from time to 
time. The problem was the old man had seen us one time; he had gone out with a brush in his hand, 
spitting injuries, like we had been making a huge hole to the wall of his house. 

We had to be fast: fill up two each and go straight to the tracks. Lose time by estimating the 
pressure of the tab wrongly and explode one water balloon after another was not an option. Not only 
those seconds were not recovered, but you had to take out the little plastic piece that was staying in 
the peak, otherwise, the odds of a new failure improved. 

All were quite focused and a couple of minutes later we were next to the track with the 
ammunitions ready. Each with their own style, the right hits were by the ones that inflated them the 
less. The others couldn’t hold the pressure and exploded in the air. If I’m not wrong there were two of 
opened window. A 25% of hits was an acceptable performance. Also, we got lazy, so we lay down over 
some rocks, in the middle of the under maintained grass and some rubbish, contemplating the sunset. 

The interest for throwing things to the public transport was as long as that while, but we came 
back often to the tracks, to smoke a few cigarettes, talk about girls, have a few laughs and, well, hang 
out.  
 
Pleasure artist 

She takes sit and starts to arrange things around. The stand, a small canvas. Each of the 
materials goes in its place: pencils, brushes, small paint pots. Every step is done quietly. Everything has 
to be on hand, in order to reduce the gap between the inspiration and the action. Also, she knows she 
has a long day in front. She must enjoy every little moment of it. 

This time she chooses this weird oil painting, but it could have been that vase or the cave 
paintings downstairs or the humanoid engraving in the coffin that saw the other day. Big and small 
stimulus she finds in the corners of the massive building. 

She stares the painting for a few seconds, comes back to the canvas to approach the hand, the 
eyes goes and come back while calibrate the stroke, and ¡bam! starts to move the pencil, from the 
center to the edge, always setting the general structure of the sketch, moving the body in changing and 
random speeds but very fluent. Every line is a pair of pulsations in action. Looks up, narrows the eyes, 
observes, looks back and ¡zas! another line. 

The hand stops rudely. The album is over. She takes out the headphone, grabs the player and 
selects the next soundtrack. Yalla. 
 
About a curious and modern subspecies of squenun* 

In any moment of my large and self-determined break it occurred to me that something like 
that was going to happen. I was exceeded by at least five minutes, more for body and mental surrender 
than for any trace of emotional immaturity. From my side, at least, the white flags were already high, 
well high. 

Going up the escalator, I went forward wearily. Unexpectedly, the symbolic revenge presented 



itself. I was not looking for it anymore. I just wished everything to finish. But the becoming, that 
unpredictable playful, once again, confirmed some perversity in its offerings of justness. 

The first. Then the second. When I got to spot the third one, I blinked frantically for a few 
seconds. I couldn’t believe it. They were running from side to side, with the floor made a pigsty, trying 
to kill one of those queues with appearance of infinite. I guess I stopped for a moment, maybe just to 
enjoy every tinny instant of the molding of an ecstatic half smile. 
 It's not that I didn't know by then that nobody is guilty, but the situations are previous and 
external of each individual and the group in particular. It is to regret, but concepts are not always 
humanly translatable to the concrete, especially when the heart is involved. The consciousness didn't 
stop the molding of a thick feeling of disappointment, with him, with her, with the other one, with 
everyone, with everything, that ended up awakening a kind of revenge feeling, somewhat miserable, 
when I got to see the incredible image upstairs.      

I got in without any rush. In the way to leave my jacket I bumped into the polish of the kitchen. 
He asked me if I was ok, unusual behavior for him. My general seeming was shabby, but the small grin 
in my lips confused enough. Yes, I answered. I’m ok. And I wasn’t lying. 
 
* In the manuscript, dated at December 30th of 2137, the original title was “Phenomenology of the 
modern semi-slavery”. The blue letters appeared crossed out with black scratches, and in the side, as an 
own remark, it said “I might have exaggerated a bit”.  
 
Something about home 

I return, then, to one of my homes. Structurally complex concept, ambiguous, originally 
dialectic and chaotic, like many of those created by the man. Like love. Like happiness. Like justice. 
Absurd and empty in the surface, the multiplicity of layers is so vast that, occasionally, some of them 
are invisible to the human eye (and thus will remain, or not). 

In any case, the big home will always be above of any place. That corner that’s not found in 
any place in particular. It exist beyond that vague idea. It is, actually, an idea itself, that can be 
connected with some others or not. Sometimes with the time, others with the space; through the 
reason or the senses; through the emotions or the feelings. 

The contexts are especially random. Why home would only be the red sockets above the 
fireplace during christmas eve and not, as well, the path side of the river that you chose to think 
yourself in a city thousands kilometers away from your own?   

 
“He saw the white-walled, water-power factories of Rio Blanco. He saw the six thousand workers, 
starved and wan, and the little children, seven and eight years of age, who toiled long shifts for ten 
cents a day. He saw the perambulating corpses, the ghastly death's heads of men who labored in the 
dye-rooms. (...) He saw the little patio, and his mother cooking and moiling at crude housekeeping and 
finding time to caress and love him. And his father he saw, large, big-moustached and deep-chested, 
kindly above all men, who loved all men and whose heart was so large that there was love to 
overflowing still left for the mother and the little muchacho playing in the corner of the patio”. 
 
JL, The mexican, 1911 
 
The question mark III 
 Why do you appear once in a while? You don’t know how to remain quiet? The constant 
movement is your essence? Or perhaps I go too distracted? You think I don’t pay you enough 
attention? Should I call your name more frequently? Don’t you think the random is an amusing game? 
You prefer me to look for the method? Why? What for?  
 
The disadvantage of knowing 



“Enough! I don’t want to know any more about you”. His own shouts surprised him, but no 
more than the violence with which he threw it against the wall. He couldn’t contain himself. The weeps 
flowed nonstop. He sat against the back of the bed, clasped his knees to his chest and crossed his feet. 
“Why did you do this to me? Why did I have to read you? Why!? I don’t want any of this in my head. I 
want to forget you, forever!”. The words came out as a muffled, almost silent babble, but the words 
flowed continuously, one after the other. Some sentences were repeated at times sobbing. 

So he stayed until the weeping stopped by itself. He turned off the bedside light and deftly 
slipped into bed. He wrapped himself well and settled upside down. He rested his head facing left and 
kept his eyes open for fear to the nebula, until he fell asleep. 

The next day, a noise that seemed to him very annoying woke him up. It was, once again, the 
construction site of his neighbor. He turned face up, still well covered. By the dim light coming through 
the blinds, he intuited that the sun had come out in all the magnificence allowed by the harsh winter. 

The usual confusion of the just woke up evaporated and immediately came back the episode 
of the previous dawn. It seemed unreal. The book lying on the floor and a slight gray line mark on the 
wall confirmed his memories. Again turned upside down, grabbed intensely the pillow and stayed 
thoughtful for a while. 

The bed became unbearable for him, so he got up with a little jump. The decision was made. 
He couldn’t continue that way. 

He took the book and went to the kitchen. He reached the trash can, pulled the pedal with the 
right foot to open the lid and threw it through the square hole, with the everyday manner of who is 
throwing food discards.  

Only then the bathroom resumed its routine prominence. He washed well his face, with more 
intensity than usual. He wiped it peacefully. The towel went away and, suddenly, in front was himself. 
He observed through his own pupils for a while. The eyes were taking the image information, but his 
mind was in chaos. Looked and not looked at the same time. 

When he came to himself, he hurried to the kitchen, almost trotting. He opened the lid of the 
trash with his hand and there it was, in the same place where he had fallen a few minutes before. He 
took it softly and cleaned it with a cloth he found on the table. He erased any possible trace of where it 
had been. He walked slowly to his room, with his head tilted down, obsessed with the book cover. He 
entered and went straight to the library. He put the book back in his own site, the usual when it was 
not on a visit to the floor during busy days. 

He contemplated the spine along the rest for a moment, a bit distracted. He was still restless. 
With the mood somewhat vulnerable, he turned slowly to the kitchen, to prepare the breakfast of 
every noon. 
 
No picture window 

I was sat quietly in the modest rocking chair, contemplating through the picture window, and 
you came from behind. Outside it was snowing with intense calm. A slight breeze stirred the flakes with 
expertly symmetry. 

Generally it was mate’s time, but that morning I was in the mood for coffee. The second cup, 
as usual, with a cigarette. And what better than facing the picture window. The air didn’t smell of 
smoke. The coffee was so pure and aromatic that could beat even the biggest cigars. Background, the 
violins of an european philharmonic joined the rhythm of the snow falling. 

You approximated slowly and quietly, driven by a strange fluidity. Or so it seemed to me, as I 
didn’t perceive any noise. I just realized when you rested the elbows on the top of the rocking chair.  

With a soft movement, you leaned the arms to the sides of my neck and across my chest, till 
the wrists crossed up in the middle of my torso. Little by little, you slipped the rest of your body and 
placed your chin on my left shoulder.  

I softly touched your right hand, just to let you know that I agreed. 
So we stayed for a while, of those that are lived eternal.  



 
Mum, I’m hungry, when do we eat? 

A kid tries to get some sleep in the doorway of a theater or in a corner of an underground 
station, in the best of the cases, between old and dusty blankets. 

A girl of seven or eight years, very thin cause of the access to a low and insufficient diet, weeps 
on TV the words that has trouble to say, consequence of her age, the illiteracy she has been submitted 
to, and, also, the impossibility of putting in a sentence the feeling of being hungry. 

A first world man, lacking of any access to the method and the necessary tools for a minimum 
hygiene, begs a piece of consideration by a bad written poster, alongside a few high-end car, that some 
gentlemen who go around in a suite and with a dapper time reporter in the wrist drive daily. 

A pond in the middle of a dirt and stone street, to where who knows how the water arrived, 
emanates a smell that testifies its aspect and waste volume have more than just a handful springs of 
existence.  

A man who doesn’t have strength enough to keep it up, jerks the pants of one with foreign 
face from the floor, who might have the mercy of throw him two or three coins that don’t have a 
representative nominal value in his own country. 

Two little girls, with old dust in the high part of the cheeks in drops shape, unmistakable sign of 
several previous and current cries, run in the middle of moans, yells and clumsy movements, towards a 
stranger that has shown up with a bag that contains food (And he is willing to give it away!), without 
any fraternal sense with her friend or the other three colleagues of unfortunate, in an instinctive 
expression of the highest degree that hopelessness can reach. 

The misery is one of those shows that the XXI century world offers, that generates an 
existential pain for which it has not been invented medicament with enough power to clear it out. The 
sorrow is signed over the soul, like a sharp and harmful needle, that scratches slowly but tirelessly, 
every time the misery appears in front of a couple of eyes that watch. 

The resulting wound is the guilty feeling, an unavoidable consequence of this type of visual 
exhibition that the man and his creation give as present. Multiple corners where not a single 
opportunity arrives. Is it possible to feel something else?   

The duration and persistence of that guilt in the conscience is something that turns into 
annoying and the instinct tries to hide, not see, or relegate under the carpet of the unconscious.  

Is it an examination of good and evil? Beyond good and evil, it was said once. Thus, who 
knows. 

Another alternative that the senses offer to whom approach the observation of the misery is 
to do something about it. Someone said that there are situations that put you in a spot in which you 
have take a side, just for the fact that you need to deal with yourself the rest of the day. Remote 
moments, fleeting spots in which you can just act in one way or the opposite. 

Whichever is the chosen option, the impotence arrives anyway. There’s nothing at your reach 
to solve the bottom line of the issue. It’s never easy to accept the always and the never that the spirit 
tends to deny, because, otherwise, its existence would be just too tough. 

And what about some violent reaction? The image might be even very clear: a shot in the right 
head to push or to crown the outbreak of the popular revolt. Some say that the people need weapons 
because the enemy has them. It would be reasonable if it weren’t sad. What it can’t be denied is that 
the misery invites the rage thanks to its pestilence of eternal unfair civilization. 

Now, if it doesn’t generate a minimum shudder, two or three seconds of shame, a slight empty 
in the guts; then yes, my dear friend, the time to reconsider your human being has arrived. 
 
Something about time 

I ask myself why I’m still asking it, and of course I have no answer. I think that it was a while 
ago that I liked better the labyrinths with no seemingly exit. Maybe it’s that those ones taste now like 
old times. Or perhaps it’s already missed the sense of the long term as a fantasy. Despise for time’s 



inertia has its costs, like anything that feels like pleasure. You don’t want to think anymore thither, only 
in here and its disposition. At the end you always fall into the same encounter of the three seas. How 
to distinguish them? Is it possible to reach the certain between what you wanted, what you want and 
what you will want? How to find the way to play under the genuine designs of the will? 

Good luck with that, my friend.  
 
The chains 

Glowing outside brightness, grim inside darkness, they wait with the tranquility of those who 
have learned about the inertia and the inevitable. At this point, no one knows precisely who designed 
and built them, not even how they reached the place they occupy. Unfortunately, when 
contemporaries arrived they were already plugged and instituted. 

Their arrogance exasperates. They laugh their own and disparaging permanent sarcasms. 
Sooner or later, they know they will have the pleasure to contribute to the world with the mission and 
sense that the circumstances grant them. Sensual, persuasive, they have more than one ace under the 
sleeve and they use them smartly and discretely, choosing the more indicated hand to the game they 
are playing. The bluff, sometimes, is an option, so simple and tempting, that seems unavoidable; such 
is the weakness of some opponents.  

The noiseless conspiracy and the self-proselytism, that’s their usual behavior, their DNA. Why 
not help the wind blowing a little bit? It's not going to do any bad to the cause. 

Some say, with pusillanimous optimism, that it will come the day they will not be there 
anymore. Those predictions, based con conceptual networks of premeditated justification, usually talk 
about destruction, for external cause or congenital impairment. Why not ignore them and leave them 
in the limbo of oblivion and past? Is the strength there? And the initiative? And the desire? Is the hand 
mature enough for that rock? Is the spirit humble enough to throw it without blushing? Is the 
determination ready to face the following?  

Yet, almost everything that has proliferated has not been more than wonderful excuses for 
their multiplication and refinement, those that predestine themselves to hold down for this and a few 
eternities more.  
 
Sunday 
 The closed courtains called his attention. He looked at the watch. He had arrived just ten 
minutes late. The manager should have been there for half an hour. Through what the courtain allowed 
to see, the gloom and the silence were reigning inside the shop. 
 He sat down on the edge of the sidewalk and rolled a cigarette with unnecessary rush. The 
lighter failed a few times, so he got upset. “Don't let me down now...”. Finally it lighted up. 
 It was two minutes past six of that winterly, cold and wet sunday morning. The blury, 
invincible, was providing its share of dramatism. There were almost no pedestrians that felt tough 
enough to challenge the weather circumstances; just a few in a rush workers, cause of the coldness and 
because it's imposible to arrive on time on sundays, he thought. 
 Even if everything seemed to be an alarm issue, he rejoiced by the real chance that they 
wouldn't open that sunday. A killer breeze hitted his left cheek; it took him straight to his warm bed. 
He felt it close, well close. 
 “The rumors!”. The words came out of his mouth without warning, like he would have 
suddenly remembered something important. He gave a long and precise drag to the irregular cigarette, 
and he remained pensive. A colleague had told him a few days before that there had been rumors 
going around about a likely shop shut down. The same way the employees were owed six weeks of 
salaries and the extra hours of three months, so necessary after the recent increase of rent and 
transport, the financial situation, apparently, was quite irregular. The more pesimistic were predicting 
that the owner and the management were doing everything to clear out the shop and run away. 
 He moved the right pocket of the jacket. The crash of multiple metal pieces sounded. To judge 



after that sound, it seemed like a nice amount; unfortunately, most of them were the lesser valued, 
and you wouldn't buy much with that trifle. 
 He looked at the watch. Almost half past six. It winded up and the rare breezes became slight 
but continuous bursts. He dragged deeply, till he got to the filter and throwed it to the middle of the 
street. He moved the head to one side and the other. He thought in his things. What if he founded 
them in the other side of the door? Not by chance he was owing five weeks for the room. 
 He just collapsed a bit more after picturing it. He wished he hadn't woke up that horrible and 
winterly sunday. He put his elbows in the knees, crossed the arms one over the other, leaned the head, 
closed the eyes and... 
 … somebody sharply moved his shoulder. He turned his head up and blinked because he was 
sleepy and he also wanted to recognize who woke him up. “Let's go! We are late”. It was the manager. 
“Get to work”. 
 
“We have forsaken the land and gone to sea! We have destroyed our bridges behind us – more so, we 
have demolished the land behind us! Now, little ship, look out! Beside you is the ocean: it is true, it does 
not always roar, and at times it lies there like silk and gold and dreams of goodness. But there will be 
hours when you realize that it is infinite and that there is nothing more awesome* than infinity. Oh, the 
poor bird that has felt free 
and now strikes against the 
walls of this cage! Woe, 
when you feel homesick for 
the land overcomes to you, 
as if it had offered more 
freedom- and there is no 
more "land”!” 
 
FN, The gay science, 1882 
 
 

 
The question mark IV 

And what did you do 
with them? Did you give 
away gentleness and 
humility? Or you caused the 
worst of the humiliations? 
Did you give everything you 
had? Who kept the best slice? Your silence is shame for your behavior or just disdain for what you 
hear? 
 
Something about the world 

The world is that place you entered without being consulted and nobody showed the exit. 
Luckily, there are some useful tools to destroy a bit the walls that keep us down. A glance through the 
first hole anticipates the vertigo and the chaos. It starts this way the inertia of break, look and come 
back to the walls and the game of the condescension. As an indivisible corpus that mutates for 
unknown reasons. It hasn’t been invented yet the compass of unblemished reputation that precise the 
location. Neither exists enough certainty about what is there, of how much effort will require further 
destructive progress and, in case of being successful, what if in the other side there’s no more than 
another wall? That’s the unwanted question, not for uncomfortable but for immobilizing.  

 



Altar 
 Before breakfast, even wash her face, she searched anxiously inside the drawer. A few seconds 
before she had confirmed the date: October 18th. St. Luke. She did not remember having four prayer 
cards of Saint Luke. She picked her favorite, the one that her nephew had brought from Rome. Those 
were times in which she needed all of his strength. She preserved it in impeccable conditions, the same 
as the others. 
 With the prayer card in her possession, she moved with no rush to the small sanctuary she had 
made in the toilette of the living room. After all, she was not receiving visits for quite a bit, and she 
required a space for her special spot.  
 She opened the door and found everything the way she liked it: all the candles almost done 
but still lighted. She crossed with the eyes on the varnished oak cross, which had a symmetrical silver 
Jesus Christ. The altar occupied the adjacent square meter of the toilet, to it left. That was her favorite 
object. Not for no reason occupied the upper tip of the altar, erected over an old and most bronze 
structure she had bought at a flea market, over twenty years before.  
 Under the cross, on the second step of the altar, was placed a beautiful ellipse of Our Lady of 
Guadalupe, shaped on silver as well. It had been brought from Peru by the same nephew of the St. 
Luke prayer card. To the right of the Virgin was a little picture of St. Francis of Assisi, the patron saint of 
Maciel, the Santa Fe town of her maternal grandparents. To the left, of course, a small stone sculpture 
of San Antonio de Padua, the patron saint of Villa Hermosa, the Cordoba town of her paternal 
grandparents. 
 In the lower and larger part of the altar, to the right, the occupant of those centimeters for the 
last three months was a prayer card of San Cayetano, cause of unemployment problems of her sons. 
On the left, a print of San Rafael, who accompanied her since the diagnosis of breast cancer ten years 
ago, including the tough recovery. The center was set aside to celebrate every saint in his day, in this 
case St. Luke, who would remain there until next on deck circle. 
 She put the little card with care. She knelt to pray the Our Father and the Hail Mary of every 
morning, as usual, holding the rosary that hanged in the altar. When she finished, she sensed that she 
would need to return to change the candles in about two hours. She put the rosary in place, crossed 
himself and left the sanctuary. 
 She went straight away to the kitchen. She heated water for tea, her usual breakfast, in an old 
tin pot. Then she poured the hot water into the cup, put in two tea spoons of brown sugar and there 
she stayed, sat, ready to wait. 
 
In the roman bridge 

When it’s cloudy, the city exhibits its old age unmitigated. The gray behind the light and worn 
brown, the hills behind, barely recognizable cause of the thick fog; everything feels like past. 

In the roman bridge, in the opposite corner of the famous gate and the mosque, a violinist 
fights against the wind and the drizzle. Within the quick step from a few drops to an almost storm 
situation, the stoic courage of the septuagenarian is defeated by the proud winter. 

It is his usual spot, nothing moves him from there. It has been the one for several decades, in 
which the generosity of the strollers and the tourists gives him occasional joy. From these times, he just 
regrets the long intervals between one piece of ham and the next one; it doesn’t worth a few dimes 
anymore.  

He inward curses the rain gods, while he takes the black case of the violin with the left hand 
and puts the instrument with the right one. The method of gather belongings together is quite 
coordinated. He does it with quickness by a meticulous but fluid procedure. 

There’s something in his face that suggests discomfort. It can’t be the rain; he knows better 
than anybody the place and in which month of the year he lives. It’s rather the imposed interruption of 
the piece, a weird version of one of his favorites russians of the childhood, that he practiced and 
altered while he was still a teenager. What do these fools know about the rich tradition of the russian 



violin?, inward screams, while he suits the coins can in the back side of the bike, under the plastic, next 
to the rest of the things. The wisdom of the years makes him lose register of the jingle of coins while he 
performs. He doesn’t even look at the face of who throw them, most likely a wretch, occasionally says 
to himself. 

However, he knows that, if the weather cooperates, he will have revenge at dusk. He might go 
to Plaza Mayor. Or to the path side that finishes in the city center. Or come back to the bridge. If not, it 
was decided: he would jump into the time machine and play it in his room, like in the old times, for the 
conceited applause of his humility.  
 
It rains 
To JJ and LAB 

He just said he likes the noise of rain. “Pim, pim, pim”, was the sequence of onomatopoeias he 
chose to describe the sound. 

When it rains the people says that the weather is bad. Besides naturally watering our crops 
and periodically feeding our rivers, not forgetting its inevitable and irreversible apparition just for cyclic 
inertia, the rain stimulates the contemplative listening. So different is what each one hears in the noise 
of the drops, so different is what each one feels deep inside. There’s no one who doesn’t sympathize 
when it shows up.    

The weather gets better tomorrow, says the taxi driver. Yes, I listened the same in the radio, 
narrows the passenger. It is the participation in the social commentary that generates the hate against 
the rain. Because both the driver and the passenger, before or after, will find themselves alone. And 
between the price of the petrol and the blind that they didn’t come to fix, it will appear the “tac, tac, 
tac” over an iron sheet or the “pic, pic, pic” over a puddle, to fondle their heart. They will silently admit 
it then: “I like the sound of rain”.   

The rain is like the pain. Not the bothering in the knee or the crashed finger; the real pain, the 
genuine, the secret one. Wherever you go, wherever you are, the “tuc, tuc, tuc” will come. And you will 
realize why did you miss it. And also why not. 
 
Let us pray for our lord the broadcasting 

With the first shot she realized she had chosen the right thong. She made a few more pictures 
in front of the mirror, moving her large dark hair from side to side, throwing a kiss or putting a finger in 
the lips. She didn’t trust in the lighting and it was better to have many, from different angles, so she 
could choose. 

She walked towards the bed taking the memory out of the camera and lay next to the 
computer. She took the USB adapter and connected the memory to the device. She trusted she made a 
good job. 

She gave a general glance to the twenty something pictures. Then she went back a bit more 
slowly, stopping in the details of some of them. The number fifteen looked really cool. You couldn’t say 
she was getting tummy and the roundness of her butt was beyond doubt. 
 She restored the browser window, where she already had everything ready. She changed the 
profile picture in a minute, for the first time in two weeks. It had been a tough call, but considering the 
horror of the previous days, she couldn’t start the day without changing the mood. Now she had to 
wait just for a little while. 

Two, five, ten minutes! Against her optimistic forecasts, the reaction was zero. Not a 
comment, not a shared, not even a like. Her nerves started to take control of her expression and 
destabilize even more her corporal movement.  

After fifteen minutes, she jumped out of the bed and, while she was disorderly walking around 
the room, she thought about her last resource: ask her friend a like with comment, at least to initiate 
the spread around. While she took the phone to send the message, the small world turned red. She 
opened and didn’t recognize the male name. She clicked. The guy had shared the picture, with the 



phrase “I hit her till the firemen show up”.  
She widely smiled and pulled up the arms in an instinctive, triumphant reaction. She moved 

the computer to the side and jumped again from the bed, this time to dress up, makeover and go to 
the office. She was already quite late. 
 
The most perfect of all the silences 

Very close, just fifteen kilometers away from one of those villages that is becoming a city, we 
have the middle of nowhere. Well, a middle of nowhere. Endless series of small red brown hills, in 
parts almost orange, dirt roads, and a couple of settlements very distant one from each other. 

Every top invites to be climbed. They look reachable for those who don’t specialize in the art of 
mountaineering. They hint landscapes that wish to not be forgotten. And they have their reasons. From 
here you can see a few camping there, an unusual, small and green forest just behind; beyond there 
are some houses of adobe and stone, occupied by some who say that life is about this; and hills, 
dessert and more hills, in the sides and on the horizon, that the sun seems to inevitably damage, little 
by little, moment to moment. 

The most seductive thing are the smoothed dirt roads, not really busy. Far away, a tiny grocery 
truck moves slowly, leaving a cloud of dust; right here, a worn motorcycle and a bike are going towards 
west, who knows where; it might be the place that, it’s said, the tourist go, to hang or do nothing in 
particular, under the protection of a nice hill. 

And there’s not much more. Hills and more hills, only populated by small cactus and curious 
plants, which survived the dryness, some insects like scarabs, a bunch of ants and, it’s said, occasional 
scorpions -who knows how do they feed themselves-. 

Sometimes it comes a hint of sound from sporadic vehicles. For the rest, the moan of a far 
donkey, a few flies and an adventurous caravan is all what can affect the most perfect of all the 
silences.  

This top has these and many other kindnesses, for location, for landscapes, for height, for 
comfort in its stones. But it has a big disadvantage: it registers the civilization, the revered and hated 
alike (or not so much). A huge mobile phone antenna, plus a power line tower, remembers that this 
thing that many bold consciences call progress did exist. 

Little inconvenient is the one who gets bored. After five minutes starts to throw rocks and to 
hit a clump of dry sticks and to kick rocks also. And that’s the way things happen. One’s phone rings 
and the spell breaks down. Goodbye to the dawn of man, goodbye to the desired peace, goodbye to 
the most perfect of all the silences. 

Is that you don’t have, the most perfect of all the silences, the skills and the talent to open 
their ears, capped by electromagnetic waves and sound grime? Is that you haven't learned how to 
show them your delicate scents and your flashes of wisdom? Is that you haven’t had the kindness to 
give them sensibility enough, that would allow them to claim some explanations to the circumstances?  

Oh, loneliness! Why did you abandon me?  
Yes, I know. It’s possible that I haven’t walked enough, that this one is just an illusion of middle 

of nowhere, not a genuine and rightful one. 
 Truth said, and you have to admit it, loneliness, you wouldn’t have drove this way by yourself, 
neither reach this top. Not even close. You are arrogant and pretentious; you have your reasons, bu 
you are not experienced enough. You are missing quite a few centimeters and some gray in your beard. 

It’s likely that you will reach it some time, that you will fulfill your promises, and then yes, 
maybe that day, you will lead towards the middle of nowhere. Just a favor, then, I entrust you: never 
forget AS. 
 
Twenty 
To certain road acrobats 
 - Hey! 



 - What's up my friend? Where are you heading? 
 . I'm going that way, as far as you can take me. 
 - Well, I'm going quite far, like 750 kilometers north-east from here. 
 - Great. Would you take me? 
 - Jump in. 
 - Thank you very much! 
 - I just ask you to not drop off, now that's starting to be dark. I stop every two hours to take a 
coffee anyways.   
 - No problem, boss. 
 - … 
 - ... 
 - In that bag there's a thermo with hot water, mate and yerba. Make a few; it's cold and the 
heater doesn't work. There're also some biscuits.     
 - Cool. What are you carrying? 
 - Toilet parts. Important, isn't it? Otherwise, where would we shit? 
 - Jajaja 
 - Jajaja 
 - That guitar sounds really nice.  
 - Do you know this stuff? There's not much people of your age that listen the greats of the 60s 
and 70s. 
 - “Breaking through to the other side...” 
 - That's right. You know english, ah? 
 - Yes. I learned some in school and then I got better in the road. The gringos I ran into have 
helped me a lot. 
 - Ok, that's good. 
 - Yes. 
 - ... 
 - … 
 - So what do you do, besides going around with your bagpack and your will? Are you a 
musician? 
 - No, I write. Well, I make some music, but mainly I'm dedicated to read and write, besides 
traveling.  
 - Nice! The stories that you experience and find in the road? 
 - Yes, a little of that and some other stuff, but obviously the experiences of the road inspire 
me. 
 - That means that anything I say could be used against me? 
 - Jajaja 
 - Jajaja 
 - Yes, something like that. 
 - I like to read, specially about history and geography, but sometimes I read stories, tales, that 
stuff. 
 - That's good. There's not much people that still take the hassle of reading. 
 - And where can I find some of your stories? 
 - Well, I publish in the Internet, on my website, there you can find many stories, but recently I 
was able to publish my first book. This one. 
 - Oh right, nice edition. And quite cool the title. So you were around there? 
 - Over there, and some other places as well 
 - And you do ok? 
 - Yes. I do a lot of hichhiking and camping around. And many times the people help me with a 
place to crash, food, tips.  



 - The book should have some cool stories... 
 - Would you like to keep one? 
 - Really? Yes, thank you very much. I like a lot to read. And my wife might also be interested. 
Thanks. 
 - ... 
 - ... 
 - It's twenty bucks. 
 
About one that already turned into a kid 
 - Sorry, would you change me a coffee for this cigarette? Just the one that is over boiled...  
 The situation happened near the entrance of a bus station in a modern city. The guy from the 
informal stall shop didn't even look at him. He didn't need it to know who was speaking, or, better, 
what kind of guy was speaking, even if he hadn't ever heard that voice. Instead of asking him to find a 
job -he didn't lack desire to-, he served some coffee in a small telgopor glass and gave him a little cake. 
He rejected the cigarette with a gesture, and didn't move the lips, not even to answer the gratitude 
words. 
 He had asked the cigarette to someone a while before. He didn't smoke tobacco but he knew 
that would be useful at some point to exchange it for something else. Now he had a coffee and a small 
cake, that he shared with me, besides the cigarette. 
 - You see? If you challenge yourself, you can achieve anything.  
 That was the first thing he said when he got back to the corner in which we had met that dusk. 
We were hanging out there for a few hours, chatting, lying on the ground, wating for sunset, so we 
could follow each one his own road. He showed up, said hi, asked something, answered something else 
and after three or four minutes we were already inside a chaotic set of deliberations, observations and 
transcendental stories, like we would believe that this was the logical progress of what should happen 
that night. 
 Each time he was drawing a sentence or received one of mine, he smiled and looked towards 
some remoteness, like it could only be done by someone who is filled, well filled inside. Some other 
times, when we were digging and digging, he suddenly walked towards the railing that led to the 
street, to fill up the lungs and enjoy the oxygen he was allowed to breathe.  
 His life philosophy, unless I misunderstood, consisted in take any situation as a personal 
challenge for self-improvement. If he needed food, we would ask for it, would exchange it for washing 
some dishes and a toilet, or would ask in a greengrosery if they didn't have some fruits about the be 
wasted; if he needed to move, he would hitch-hike, off course, or would just walk if he felt like, or 
would get coin by coin enough money for the bus ticket. 
 Without any tension or stress, just flowing here and there, he was always attentive when 
opportunities were around him, like when he saw the posh guy just passing next to us and asked the 
cigarette. His disdain for stuff was more ironic than hateful. In that moment he was just carrying a bag 
with a lighter, a few clothes, a wallet filled with anything (and eigth bucks), and a notebook, even if he 
preferred to write his things in any piece of paper around. At some point he took from the pocket a 
piece of newspaper in which he had written a phrase related to never stop playing in life, or something 
like that; I've already forgotten the exact words. 
 - Look what I was thinking three monthes ago. What would have happened to make me write 
this thing? 
 He had been in the road for some time. He had gone more than once thousand kilometers to 
the east, had crossed borders, had lived in the street and shelters and in corners he had found talking 
to people, had asked for change, had cleaned for the waste of many restaurants, had hanged around 
alone and along dissimilar and transient characters, had drenched under a storm while crossing a long 
bridge... 
 And many other extreme situations, of those ones that you, kind reader, can't even imagine 



holding not even five minutes. Throught the experimentation, he forged a character and a 
determination, that would take him to a transformation that was keeping him in a permanent state of 
energy and being-vitality. More than any person I would have crashed till that moment, he was 
convinced he would achieve any of his wishes, even if he wouln't have a dime in the pocket. He didn't 
need nothing, because he already had everything (the important). 
 If you crash into him, don't forget to ask him about that time in which an unexpected rain 
pushed him towards a paradigm change, and how much he liked the sunsets in the east coast. If you 
wouldn't want to crack the solidity of the common sense in which you live, neither face one spiritual 
controversy after another, neither develop awareness of so much superfluous fiction; in case you 
wouldn't like to jeopardize your addictions, privileges and urbanoid madness, you better keep walking, 
listen to me and keep walking, because you take the risk of opening the eyes and having in front of 
your eyes the wonderful and scary abyss of the real life. 
 
That noon 
To the heroes of the traffic lights  

We were particularly inspired that noon. The night before we had arrived to the city by chance, 
after a cool and spiritual pilgrimage of five days between the mountains. The fatigue was there, but an 
special energy, stronger than any physical disconfort, was pushing us to move, throw the balls and 
smile to the drivers and pedestrians, during our usual rutine. My juggle, he was doing like he was taking 
all the balls, then juggle the two of us, closure with the balls to the hat, the joke of letting one drop and 
greet, the fake punch and the end, with him taking all the balls. 

The traffic lights we selected, the only one good enough to work with pleasure, implied an 
unusual rythm for us; but the wildness in which we got involved led us to continue without stopping, 
like those situations in which tireness transforms into stimulation. The red lasted 49 seconds and the 
green just 5 or 6, so we were going around with the hat to just a couple of cars and instantly getting 
back to action. 

When it was ten minutes short to acomplish two hours of work with no interruption, I told my 
coleague that I felt we were just fine. I don't remember how the talks progressed, but in between one 
thing and another we kept going a while more. 

In a moment, I was approached by a tiny ladie, with short white hair, helped by a discrete 
wooden walking stick. Without any greetings, she looked through my eyes and said that she liked very 
much what we were doing. While I was starting to give my gratitude, she took my right hand, put a 
note and closed it, without stopping to look through my eyes. By the corner of my eye I go to see a part 
of the note. Its colour didn't leave any doubt: it was the one of the highest denomination in between 
the notes that were going around those days.   

The words got stuck in my throat and I think I blushed a bit. Thank you very much, she said, 
and left towards the east side of the city. I looked silently the slow movement of her silhouette, while 
the words were still stuck in my throat, the reasoning couldn't explain the situation, and the lady was 
getting lost through the crowd that was hanging in that avenue, of that pretty city, that noon.     

 
“We won't be able to find all the answers today. Certainly you shouldn't go kill somebody or rape a girl, 
no! But you haven't reached the point where you can understand the actual meaning of “permitted” 
and “forbidden”. You've only sensed part of the truth. You will feel the other part, too, you can depend 
on it. For instance, for about a year you have had to struggle with a drive that is stronger than any 
other and which is considered “forbidden”. The Greeks and many other peoples, on the other hand, 
elevated this drive, made it divine and celebrated it in great feasts. What is forbidden, in other words, is 
not something eternal; it can change. Anyone can sleep with a woman as soon as he's been to a pastor 
with her and has married her, yet other races do it differently, even nowadays. That is why each of us 
has to find out for himself what is permitted and what is forbidden -forbidden for him-. It's possible for 
one never to transgress a single law and still be a bastard. And vice versa. Actually it's only a question of 



convenience. Those who are too lazy and comfortable to think for themselves and be their own judges 
obey the laws. Others sense their own laws within them; things are forbidden to them that every 
honorable man will do any day in the year and other things are allowed to them that are generally 
despised. Each person must stand on his own feet”.   
 
HH, Demian, 1919 
 
The question mark V 
 Are you a constellation? Are you a metaphor? Are you a hallucination? Are you a vision? Are 
you an enigma? Are you something else rather than an occupied portion of the space? For how longer 
will you shine? You know it? Are you worried about it? Or you prefer the road of the odds? Is that not, 
maybe, the selfsame reason of your existence? What are you up to? Answers? Are you ever going to 
give them? Or you will continue refusing, recognizing in silence the empire of the uncertain? 
 
Ursprung - Erfindung 
And one day the entire culture (and the individual and collective memory associated to it1) 
disappeared from the consciences. All awoke amazed and surprised with the environment that 
welcomed them. They did not find any explanation for that. Through the doors and out into the streets, 
they stared themselves with curiosity and distrust; they suspected that something strange had 
happened and any of them could be blamable. Instinct and intuition saved most. It also helped the 
cooperation between those who lent receptiveness to collaborative spirits. A few days later they 
became accustomed and began to live. 
 
1 That is, almost all 
 
A place 

What is this place? Strange. And beautiful. There’s a lot of peace. I’ve never seen a place like 
this. What do I do here? When did I arrive? How did I get here? Questions I can’t answer. I should think 
it better. Sum up. 

But I don’t want to do it now. There’s no time for the memory. Here I am. And I have the 
feeling that I don’t want to leave. I don’t. Why would I desire to depart? Everything is perfect. The 
scent, the sound of nature. The peace. A lot of peace. 

Not everything is normal. I can’t see properly. I have the vision blurred. It might be a slight 
haze of humidity. It seems I spot trees everywhere. They are big and pretty green. Under the feet feels 
like soil, not concrete.  

I can’t visualize everything. My senses are not that perceptive. It’s like the perfection under the 
looks of a weak breeze in the face. 

I don’t know what else is there. I don’t care. I just hope I don’t leave. 
 
Allegory of the stars 

I decided to test my power of concentration. I stayed quiet for a while, maybe an hour. Lay 
down in the grass I felt comfortable. Three talents were releasing the melodious sound of their 
instruments into the people that didn’t need more.  

The field of vision was the same. The lush and strange trees hid most of the dark sky. The 
branches produced funny forms, but I had already played to that with someone. Now the focus was the 
big hole, divided by a branch in two not equal halves. In the larger side there were two stars; in the 
other side just one. 

I moved my head a little bit to the right. One of the stars disappeared, the one from the little 
half moved to the spot of the one that disappeared and a new one showed up in the small side. 

Then I moved my head to the original position and, after, to the left. The little half ran empty 



and one of the stars of the bigger half got trapped behind the branch and its few leaves, thus only one 
star was left: the new one. 

Someone told me that, actually, what we see as a star is a light coming from a space object 
that might not exist anymore. Magic and sadness simultaneously. Lights and shadows, the usual. 

I brought my head back to the center and stayed that way. I focused on the three stars, in their 
original spot, and I started to observe quietly the movement of them, or what some people insist to call 
Earth’s rotation phenomenon. 
 
Gufo 

I'm just an owl. But my presence here is in representation of many owls. Or, if you will, all of 
them. This is not because we have held elections among all the owls of the world; we practice free and 
genuine lives. But I do represent them because that’s exactly the meaning of my existence. 
 Like all owls, I'm a night guard. Well, actually, I don't like that very much. I prefer to think that 
owls are mates that take care of their colleagues. We are here, we live together and everyone has their 
tasks. I selected mine and I've done it freely. Nobody forces me to be here. And if you don’t believe me 
is your problem. 

This branch is very comfortable as well. Why go out if you’ve found comfort? Humans, all too 
humans. But interesting. The companions change. Some are tough to understand. Then they start to 
get better and achieve to communicate in a more or less comprehensible way. Meanwhile, I also learn 
other languages. Soon I became a multilingual owl. Io sono un terrorista di tutti la lingua. That's not 
something that many of my kind can say. 

Here are my branches, if you want to use them. This, as everything here, is shared. Because 
that's how we like to live. Or not? 

I'll stay. And yes, I will do my job. Even in the moments when we relax and enjoy together, I 
will always take care of you. 
 
Absurd 
 Neither uf us knew how is that all that thing ended up that way. Everything happened too fast; 
we didn't even realize and, suddenly, I moved my hand around you to fondle your back, while we were 
watching an independent play in some Abasto's small theater. 
 The performers were making people laught, and you were smiling and me too. You covertly 
moved your head to the right side, leaning it softly on my left shoulder. Or at least that was the way my 
memory retained it. 
 Now I see a ductile boy juggling with eight balls. The absurd. Outright. Of the hand, of the play, 
of this boy. Of time, that determines that for some particular stuff he prefers not to happen; or at least 
selects to not raise what it refuses to disappear.  
 The absurd of these lines as an answer to the question that, very shily, you recently asked me.   
 
The stone 
 “There are two questions that will never stop: Why? And, what is the reason for? Each time 
you answer this questions you will move one step. But you don’t have to do anything if you are not 
sure”. 

Those were the words that proceeded after my question and preceded the transcendental 
subsequent events. From the first day I wanted to know why and its motives. As usual. 

The black out again, without the others and that one distracted with his things, I thought it was 
the right moment. But no, again the same answer as the previous questions. “You have to let the time 
come”. 

I explained him, almost apologetically, that my ambitious curiosity sometimes doesn’t 
understand about time and space, as soon as I find a light up candle and a few questions in my head. 

In the middle of the darkness, I guessed that his eyes were looking straight to me, with some 



paternal tenderness, like an uncle. “Close your eyes”. I did it. “Take a big breathe”. I did it. He took my 
right hand, put a stone in it and closed it strongly. “Listen to yourself”. 

From the heart of my hand, where a pointed shape of the stone was making pressure, it was 
transmitted an electric current that filled my entire chest. It seemed running through my veins, like 
when you get a vaccine and you feel the antibodies go around your anatomy. The stir lasted more or 
less one minute, and then I became lighter, just by myself. There was not time or space or 
circumstances or past or future. 

After a while, who knows how long, he took my right hand, grabbed the stone and invited me 
to open the eyes. “How do you feel?”. With clumsy words, I could just describe the weird feeling in my 
right arm and the tingling around my chest. 

“More peaceful?” I moved my neck surprised and looked towards him, but the darkness barely 
let me distinguish shapes. I turned quickly and didn’t say anything for a while. He neither.  
 
With yourself 

Look what is there. And there. And 
there. You see? And here. And there. And there. 
And there. Back here and up ahead. In the right 
and the left. Around the side of that thing and in 
front of the other one. And under. And above. 
Over there? Yes, over there as well. 

In any case, the most difficult thing is to 
understand precisely where you are standing up 
right now. Why don’t you take a seat in that 
stone while you think it for a while? 
 
2,40 

- Yes, here is another world. But, you 
know, not everything is as cute as it looks when 
you hang around. The system exploits quite a 
bit. 

The man, almost sixty years old, looked 
the young fellow countryman with curiosity, 
while he was making a cappuccino Buenos 
Aires’s style. The words sounded to him a bit weird: he was waiting for a different answer, one that 
would have supported his transit visitor’s emotion. The young guy stayed in silent while he was trying 
to find the point of control over the foam. When he reached the high and consistency he wanted, he 
left the steamer to do the rest of the work for the next 25 degrees and turned his sight to the casual 
talker. 

- Somehow, being around here, working and living, lead you to understand better the 
capitalism, maybe in a deeper way than you could get reading one book after another. You wanna 
know how the capitalism works?  

The man nodded with an almost unnoticeable grim. The young guy smiled and turned the sight 
back to the jar and the steamer.  

- OK, I’m going to explain it to you with this cup of coffee I’m making for you. You paid for it 
two pounds with forty cents, didn’t you? Well, the cost of the raw material, the coffee and the milk, is 
roughly twenty cents in this moment. This means that in between the guy that works in the coffee field 
in Ethiopia, the one that milks the cow in a farm near here, whoever process and pack the coffee and 
the milk, and the one that carries the products in each stage, not counting other possible 
intermediaries, twenty cents are distributed. And the rest of the 2,40? Where is it? 

The question sounded rhetorical, thus the man kept the same expectant and silent expression. 



The young guy turned off the steamer and hit the jar of milk on the table to break the small bubbles. 
He took the pink cloth and cleaned patiently the steamer, as after each coffee.  

- My salary, if we divide it in pounds per minute, adds between ten and twenty cents of cost, it 
depends on how much it takes me to serve you and make the coffee, to continue with my next task; it 
could be another customer or clean some of the pottery to fast up the closing. Someone could say that 
we should add the salary of the guy who is downstairs cleaning the kitchen or the shift runner, who is 
in the office counting money of three tills. In any case, those tasks are quite far from our interaction 
and the coffee I’m making, thus those salaries, in terms of cost management, are amortized in a 
different way. Let’s say, to make it easy, that the cost of raw material plus my salary makes forty cents. 
And the rest of the money? Where is it? 

The young guy saw the milk going down with good fluency, well creamy, an unusual style for 
the convention of the company and the city. He did it slowly, to get a nice foam, with a mix of whites 
and light browns.  

- Part of the 2,40, off course, is taken by the ones that work in the head office, management 
and owner. I know it isn't nice to generalize, but we could agree that most of the tasks they have are 
whether bureaucratic, rhetorical and little more. Their link with this coffee that is being served is, to 
say the least, indirect. It’s hard to make the exact math, but they take a good piece, something like fifty 
or sixty cents. That means, let’s say, one pound between raw material, salaries and the company’s 
profit. Then? Where is the rest of the money? 

The end of the coffee had low magic, but with the furious rain breaking against the asphalt in 
the dark autumn evening, the black porcelain cup was still looking tempting. The young guy moved 
back the jar with a spontaneous wave and turned back the eyes to the man, who hadn’t moved them 
off during the whole process.  

- Between 1,40 and 1,60 of those 2,40 are taken by the owner of this place, that means, the 
owner of the land, the loans taken from the bank, the government and the monarchy. Basically, you 
are not paying for the service and the product you consume, the farmer that planted and harvested the 
coffee, the one that milked the cow, not even the small commercial structure behind this shop. Most of 
the money you paid is a tribute to the dominant breed of this country for the pleasure of walk it and sit 
down to take a cup of coffee in a rainy evening. 

The expression of the man mildly changed while the last words were sounding. He felt 
somewhat confused. He moved the lips like he was going to say something but the words didn’t come 
out, they got choked in the edge of his conscience. The young guy extended the coffee to the other 
side of the counter with a small smile in the face. 

- Enjoy you coffee, and come later for another one, we will put it in the queen’s count. There’s 
cinnamon and chocolate over there, sugar and sweetener as well. Prepare it your way. And don’t be 
upset, this is more or less how the world has always worked, with oppressors of different name and 
provenance, with more modern and fine structures, with justifications adapted to their time, but with 
the exact same ravenous domination logic. Who knows, it might change some day. Have a good night. 
 
I got lost 
 Her sight is getting missed in the horizon. Not in what it can be seen there, where her eyes are 
going: light posts, power lines, the dark sky, a lot of stars and a huge full moon. She is lost in a deep 
horizon, perhaps far-off, in a memory and a projection. She hasn’t slept in 40 something hours. And 
counting. But she doesn’t look tired or sleepy. There were happy faces, royal jelly and green tea. And 
the suites have just arrived, ready to be dressed. During the day, some counter pharmaceutical options 
helped keep composure. Despite the hours not slept, her eyes are wide opened, like shaping a curious 
ellipse, north-south. In the middle, the iris, usually light blue and beautiful, it has been conquered by 
the polished black of the pupil. A wet aura in the outline shines cause the strength of the artificial light; 
she seems to contain eternal tears unable of going away to clean the sadness. All the features in the 
face, and the whole body, including the extremities, are firm and still, like the ones from a conscript 



who is listening the orders of the commanding officer. An unalterable statue, without seeming feeling 
or emotion, presence what she perceives as her fall off as an individual. Her soul wants to scream: 
Somebody help me! I’m lost! Yes, lost. Off-track. From herself. From everything. Like who suddenly is in 
a dessert, in a labyrinth without corridor or entrance or exit, in which everything looks like the rest and 
no direction hints the way. What do I do here? How did I get here? How do I take off? Her face, in a 
minute and a half, suffered a slow and imperceptible change, like she was about to move forward, and 
couldn’t decide, in search for the last hope. Mum! Where are you? Where are you... 
 

- Did you tell him what happened this morning? 

- Oh you wouldn’t believe it. We were in the pool of that guy’s hotel. I had called work to say I 
was going to be late, that I was far, whatever. Right away shows up, the mother of the boss!, 
right there walking next to the pool. Luckily I saw her and threw myself behind some bushes. 
Hahaha the guys didn’t understand a thing, they were telling me, what the hell are you doing 
lay down there? 

- Hahaha after time... 

- Hahaha... (tic tic tic) 

- Hahaha... (tic tic tic) 

- Hahaha... (tic tic tic) 
 
Queue 
 The queue in the lamp's shop was not as big as I expected. It had been announced in the 
morning that a limited edition of 36 hours long would be released, with a purchase maximum of five 
per consumer. When I was only two and a half blocks short, it was spread the rumor that the maximum 
had decreased to three per consumer. By the time of my turn, I got only two and they offered me to 
complete my purchase with three lamps of 24 hours long, that we couldn’t find as usual either. 
 The demand was quite high. And it's not that estrange. Most of the lamps in my grandpa's time 
lasted a maximum of ten hours. Imagine the progress we currently enjoy.  
 I looked the watch. It was 11.30 pm. I considered my alternatives: I could shop the pens of the 
week (that is what they last now; think that when my grandparents were kids they had to pick up one 
each day), but the queue was too long. 
 “I know -I told to myself-. I can buy the fridge of this month instead of tomorrow”. There was 
an unusable goods storage quite close to my house; I could throw there the old one that same night, so 
It was a good option. Also, there were no more than ten consumers waiting. The bad thing is I didn't 
have my dinner yet and at 5.45 am my alarm clock would sound to go to work. 
 Suddenly, I remembered that in the pocket I had three pills of synthetic concentrated food, a 
great invention from a scientific called Herb T. Eisenberg. The project, ambitious and attractive, 
received money from big financiers from the whole world, including the honorable international 
banking that rules with unique majesty our practical and efficient world. 
 And look if the massive support haven't paid off big time. Not only for those who invested 
billions and billions (the company that manufacture the pills is the one with the largest capital in the 
world, something like 7.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000 in value market); the wonderful 
invention has allowed everybody to work more (the productivity rise and rise as its consumption 
increased); also, we have more time to consume the marvelous goods of this era and, which is even 
more relevant to the common benefit, the economy hasn't stopped its growth rates.  
 The intake of this pills has been quite positive for the underdeveloped areas of the world, but 
in certain cases it had to be imposed by force. The thing is a lot of ignorants were attracted by the 
bellicosity of, like my grandfather used to say, “the rebels with no cause, nor reason, that are against 
the development of the people and the progress of humanity, as it was called a long time a go; it 
means the consumers and the market”.   
 Similar things he said about those consumers that were claiming that a century and half before 



it had happened a big conspiracy from the honorable international banking (the rebels would call them 
“system's usurers cysts”, what a bunch of lunatics!) to take the power. “What would have happened to 
us without its guidance and leadership!”, my grandfather used to exclaim. Every time he was telling this 
story, because as you know grandparents like to tell stories more than once, he insisted severely that 
“who knows which teacher or artist -he considered them “the worst class of consumers”- would 
brainwash them”. 
 Luckily, the current historians and journalists -”most of them the best class of consumers”, 
according to my grandfather- agree in the real thesis: the process of the world government by the 
honorable international banking happened under the most democratic and republican current laws, 
traditions that have never been broken. The honorable international banking saved the market from 
the last big crisis and, little by little, brought command and progress for everybody. 
 I took two of those pills (I would take one more before going to sleep so I wouldn't get hungry) 
and took a place in the fridge's queue. The guy ahead told me that they only had the medium ones. I 
got a little upset but I turned on my little screen so I relaxed immediately; nothing like the modern 
three-dimensional interactivity and socialization media, so much better than the primitive 
interpersonal ways that the rebel consumers try to remind and impose. 
 When it was my turn in the queue, I got offered an small size fridge at the rate of the big one. 
Bad business, for sure, cause instead of coming back the next month, a week later I'm again the fridge's 
queue, a lot longer than last week's, because there's a great promotion: just 5% prize increase. The 
thing is that night I got distracted; a teenager was showing me the tits through the little screen. As my 
grandfather wisely taught me, “first consume, amusement after”. It doesn't exist greater seriousness as 
the one you need to have when you consume; if you hang around distracted, the other consumers will 
take advantage to benefit at your expense, which, according to what we learned since we were kids, is 
the most logical and natural behavior of any consumer under such circumstances.  
 Well, those are the venerable rules of life and humanity, I mean, the market. The thing is, 
don't we all owe a total respect to the world constitution and our evolved laws? Aren't this laws 
actually the ones that take us far from the natural state, the anarchy, the revolt and the general 
disorganization? Also about the laws the rebels complain. Luckily, there are less and less consumers 
that refuse to agree with the ideas and observations of our current historians and journalists, that 
rightfully called this as “the most spectacular of all the golden ages in the history of the market”. 
 It's my turn in the fridge's shop. They just have the small ones. Again! But they warn me that 
now the last five complete days. Wouldn't I tell you? Praise the progress! 
  
Hey moon 
 Hey moon! How are you doing tonight? You look big and healthy, are you already full? It seems 
that tomorrow is your day. What about your frame of mind? Good? Yes, I know, this sea breeze feels 
really nice, specially at night. And you won't believe how cool is the sand! Fresh and soft, confortable 
and warm as her own. 
 I came here to lie for a while to listen and enjoy the singing of the gorgeous sea, that you don't 
always have it this close. It's not that usual to find them both togheter, unless you live accordingly. 
Maybe, one day... 
 It could be because the night is near perfection, or because the light you reflect in this corner is 
so moving, or it might be the influence of my dear confessor of secrets to you, moon; the thing is I feel 
like telling you a dream. But not any dream. The dream, my dream. 
 It's about a little world, a microclimate, an ecosystem. They live there all: the cyclics, the 
instintives, the unavoidables, the spontaneous and, also, a bunch of culture and creation beings.  
 They produce little more than enough, just in case and to share. They consume just what they 
need, to not depredate. They cooperate, collaborate, assist. They work a bit, to produce what they 
consume: the rest is free time. They preach and practice an aesthetical ethic and an ethical aesthetic. 
They just deal with the relevant, with the smallest and the biggest, with the present and the eternity. 



They develop useful skills and from the others; they incorporate concepts, open their senses and their 
spirits, and receive anyone who is going around. The only real job: player. The play, play and play, or at 
least that's the way they take everything, not for lazyness, just because it couldn't be otherwise. 
 Oh right moon, that's everything for today. I hope you don't laugh at me and my dream. And 
have mercy on anyone that is not allowed to play.     
 
Won't you have a glass of water for me? 
 As it was his habit, he was enoying the dusk calmness to relax a bit. The days were extenuating, 
no more than a big bunch of meetings, decisions, businesses, arguments, phone calls, specially in those 
days in which the country looked like particularly convulsed. The smile in the face, the legs crossed over 
the desk, and the cellphone in his right hand determined a state of total peacefulness. Or at least that 
was the way he was feeling it.  
 The surprise was overwhelming, when one of the office's doors got opened, widely, after a 
hard noise, which evidenced the eventful kick that the unexpected visitor had given to it.  
 He inmediately looked up from the phone and got the legs down from the desk, impressed by 
the harmony collapse, the one that was floating around the office just a few instants before. He saw a 
man he didn't recognize. He was dressed with weird clothes and was slowly walking towards the desk. 
Easy panic guy, his back and legs moved the chair with casters backwards, till it touched the wall. From 
there he witnessed the following events. 
 The rare visitor, who had a bit grizzled hair and tough features that gave character to his face, 
climbed up the desk, pulled up the robe to the high of the belly and took a big shit inside the water jar 
that was over the desk. When he was done, he took a random paper of the ones that were 
punctiliously pilled up in the corner of the desk; he cleaned up, made a ball and threw it backwards 
without paying attention. 
 From there he turned to his fearful host. 
 - What is this, mister president? 
       The words were pronounced softly, like he was making a complement or a minor comment. 
The president didn't say a word, not because he didn't know what it was, just because the words 
couldn't come out from his mouth.  
 - What is this, mister president!? 
    The yell woke up the president, who realized he needed to answer something in order to not 
increase the anger of the visitor. 
 - Shit... 
 - Shit, very well. And where is the shit? 
 - Iiii... inside of my water jar. 
 - Would you drink from it? 
 The president doubted. Which would be the correct answer? 
 - Answer. 
 - No. 
 - Would you give this water to your kids? 
 - Off course not. 
 - Well, that's what I thought. So you will find interesting to know that a lot of your economic 
policies are generating that the water turns into to this, like in... 
 The man mentioned more than fifty small towns and villages from all around the country. The 
president was a bit less scared, after he realized that it wouln't seem that the violence would go to a 
phisycal status; however, he remained exactly in the same position, silent and expectant. He was 
sweating thick drops, that were falling through the face and were moistening his light blue shirt. 
 - Our water, little by little, is getting full of shit, organic like the one from your jar and also 
chemical. The reason is the deliverated localization of some of your landfills, receivers of the shit of the 
big cities, but it's mainly related not only to your approval of the uncontrolled mining that the foreign 



companies build in our ground, the same that used to belong to our ancient ancestors; you even 
encourage them. They come, explode a few mountains, bore our salt flats, take advantage of the 
necessity to exploit local workers with the toughest jobs, waste a lot of water, then pollute the rest of 
the water, and finally move their camp away, taking the silver, the gold, the iron, the cooper and the 
lithium to make stuff that we don't even use. In other words, they steal the resources and destroy the 
nature, leaving no more than bleakness. Nothing! Absolutely nothing! 
 The yells sounded all around the office and made the presidente shake a bit. He had no 
intention of interrumpting the monologue of his surprising visitor; and even if he would, the words 
wouldn't get to come out from his mouth. 
 - We have never been asked about this; we are the ones that see the sunrise every morning 
over there. Nobody can stop this suite and tie criminals and, the ones that can, like you, don't want to 
do it; even more, you do business with them in the dark and violently repress those who are against 
this madness. The ones that protect the water go to jail and the ones that pollute it get rewarded. Do 
you thing this a reasonable thing, mister president? Answer! You think it's reasonable? 
 The visitor was not expecting any answer, so he continued inmediately. 
 - If you wouldn't drink the water full of shit, why should we do it? Why do we have to accept 
that our kids have no other destiny than cancer and a young death? Why are we pushed to sacrifice the 
future generations, so we can maintain the current vices and consumerism? What will our 
grandchildren drink when they get thirsty? Will they have to resign themselves to drink water full of 
shit, like the one in this jar? 
 The visitor was staring the eyes of the president, with passion and sureness; the president 
wouldn't even try to mover or say a word, increasingly overwhelmed by the situation. 
 - You have one week to reconsider your choices and do something about it. The next time the 
message won't be that symbolic. 
 The visitor jumped off the desk and started to walk towards the exit. When he got to the 
threshold, he turned around and pulled up his right index finger. 
 - Don't forget it, you have one week. 
  He followed through and closed the door heavily. Once the echo finished, the dusk silence got 
back to reign around the office, but the harmony would take a long while to come back. 
 
“I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only 
the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, 
and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived. I 
did not wish to live what was not life, living is so dear; nor did I wish to 
practise resignation, unless it was quite necessary. I wanted to live deep 
and suck out all the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and 
Spartan-like as to put to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad swath 
and shave close, to drive life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest 
terms, and, if it proved to be mean, why then to get the whole and 
genuine meanness of it, and publish its meanness to the world; or if it 
were sublime, to know it by experience, and be able to give a true 
account of it in my next excursion. For most men, it appears to me, are in 
a strange uncertainty about it, whether it is of the devil or of God, and 
have somewhat hastily concluded that it is the chief end of man here to 
“glorify God and enjoy him forever”.  
 
HDT, Walden, 1854 
http://www.eldritchpress.org/walden5.pdf 
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The question mark VI 
Are you jolly? Are you sad? Do you laugh frequently? Do you get angry frequently? Are you 

peaceful? Are you aggressive? How are you? What are you? What are you really? A representation? A 
symbol? A link? A gear? A silent? A deny? A doubt? You cannot be another thing? You don’t want to be 
another thing? Just that? Just a question mark? 
 
Cheat on time 
 Once I tried to cheat on time; well, it actually happened a few times. I know that you won't 
believe me, but I swear it was not premeditated. That's how it went, like the dreamer that tends to lie 
to himself -for fear or for no reason in particular-. 
 In a certain occasion I did like it didn't exist; in another one, I took a deep breath and threw a 
heavy and noisy laughter in front of its conceited and arrogant expression; and I've also pretended to 
be distrated, I've judged all of its truths and its lies, and I've warned it that it can't ridicule me at ease.  
 Occasionaly, it seemed that its defeat has finally happened. Then it reappeared, to declare its 
triumph as any other match -celebrated or to celeberate-. I can't blame it, that's how it looks the 
lineage of a real competitor, without keeping nothing and with the self-improvement as a last huge 
horizon. 
 Some rational processes, and a few instinctive ones, suggest that there is no real chance to 
cheat on time; so stupid is the idea, as to wish the mountains were short or that the ocean stopped its 
eternal movement.  
 Tell me full if you will; suggest me, in case it's your conclusion, to pull aside so much vain 
idealism. I don't care; I've looked deep inside enough to know that, no matter what, I will try again.   
 
Street art in a random city 
 Respect, before all else, to what carry on much more time than us, like the threes and the 
stones, like the sea and the mountains, like that small islet and the magnificent falling to its irreversible 
twilight. 
 Toast to the health of the intuitions and the instincts. Take a risk with the understanding and 
the spirit. Dig into its reasons and motives, just enough to move with quiet step, like the yacht that 
enjoys tailwind. 
 Live without joy meaning a hypocritical smile. Weep with no scandal but with pleasure. Greet 
every morning and thank with authenticity. Develop under the own stimulus, not after what that 
curved and long index finger is saying. 
 Embrace the conscience that this is really happening, no matter when or where, just whatever 
is being expressed right now.       
 
Wind Monologues 

The wind told me to shut up. “You’ve said too much”, he snapped curtly. "Mine is the wisdom 
of eternity, so shut up."  

Thereby his monologue began without interruption. I had nothing else to do, so I decided to 
hear and heed.  

Its speech, nice but imperative, occasionally is smooth and understandable; sometimes is 
labyrinthine, full of signs and kinks.  

The wind reports and opines, ponders and advises, challenges and eyes, eulogizes and picks 
on, shouts and whispers, warns and signalizes. It demands punctilious obedience of his audience and 
gets angry when he is ignored. These are the only instants that it makes silence, just to retake the word 
again.  

Although it never admits it, it has a good heart. And become fond of. It is a natural seducer. If 
you decide to give it the keys of your spirit, you should know that once you stop the ear, you won’t be 
able to look away anymore. 



 
Anatra 

What the fuck are you doing all there lay down? You scratch, you get wet, as best you hardly 
move, while you wait for someone to feed you. Is that life? Is that what you wanna do? What the heck, 
I’m out of here. 

Where? I don’t know, there and over there. I’ll see if there’s any current; otherwise, wherever 
the smell takes me. There are some interesting spots, which have become somewhat wild, despite the 
fingering of those weird beings. You can hang around quietly, without the tediousness and sluggishness 
of the crowd. 

Yes, I know that I take the risk of pass next to the wicked ones. But they also come over here, 
especially when the atmosphere gets unquiet, cause of the food and the territory. Also, I might run into 
the others, that are ours, or maybe returns the lonely trumpeter that pats the ear of those ones that 
knows how to listen. Or I may bump into that brave squirrel. Can you believe that it climbs the 
branches of the trees that go inside the water, remaining fifteen or twenty centimeters from the 
tragedy? I admire it! 

I don’t know what to say, I rather give an opportunity to the chance, and with this sunshine I’m 
in the mood for a round around. I wish the weather doesn’t get fucked. E se non, quann e calmo’ mar’, 
tutt’ strunz’ so marenar. ¡Arrivederci! 
 
Tell me the butterflies are not going away 

  Off course I didn't remember the last time that thing had happened to me; it might have been 

some childish hand games or that unlikely boat in the see that had opened. The impression, perceived 

better as a reflector agent of the more instintive and premature intimate feellings, than a deya vu of a 

circumstance that belongs to a remote time and space, it did not distinguish from the effect of the of 

the prettiest's of the classroom bright look, from the suggestive voluptuousness of a teenager in search 

of a warm hug, from the shyness of a young lady that never felt appreciated, neither from the animal 

energy repressed by the sociocultural pressure. The ways, the contexts and the particularities were 

witnessing the crack of its own strength, cause of the weakness of the thin thread that linked them 

(link them -and will do it again, I guess-): the thread of the sudden nervousness, of the inexplicable 

contractions of all the organs close to the belly, of the uncontrollable need of hugging that nobel and 

pure spirit that was hiding inside a beatiful and delicate body, of the impossibility of looking away 

cause it would have meant the sad outcome of a wonderful little piece of eternity in which the eyes 

found a trascendental expression, of the fatality to the pondering and the desire till the moment in 

which, I hope, I take courage to tell you all the things that happened when I saw you for the first time. 

Because I know I didn't dream you, neither imagine you. Because I know you were as real as that 

feeling, that warned me that it would not be possible to forget that tiny world of ten seconds and five 

square meters, much less to forget your eyes, your ways and your essence. Luckily I hang, in this special 

occasion, with a modest notebook as part of my baggage and this nice araucaria forest around me, that 

converge in this cosmic hundredths to tolerate this vulnerable confession, originated by the deepest 

emotional restlessness since who knows when; I suspect that neither the notebook, nor the forest, not 

even that guy that has fondled a guitar for three hours, would judge me or deny me the chance to 

assay as many confessions as my spirit would need. Their tolerance to this convulsion can't do more 

than generate my respect and my gratitude; it's because of them that I am given the chance to 

embrace this hyper consciousness of being alive, putting aside the vertigo produced by a potencial fall 

towards the abyss of pain and nostalgia. Come -I told myself, and I tell myself, with some anxiety and a 

bit of resignation-, come then the love and hatred, the pleasure and the pain, the intensity and the 



tediousness, the whole and the none, it doesn't matter the order in which they wish to appear. Right 

here, I think, we are ready to crash into multiple, rhizomatic and unexpected little pieces of eternity, 

with the honest desire to be there to live them. I can offer no more than my hand for you to take it, my 

legs to walk next to you, and the authenticity and sincerity that would be within my reach. 

 
Christmas ball 
 It isn’t the coldest christmas that the city can offer, say those who has spent here more than a 
few seasons around. The unprecedented weather prospect might have pushed the kid to challenge the 
calendar, since he only covers his chest with a blue Chelsea’s jersey. 

Apparently, it is his turn at bat. His younger sister, right-handed, will probably look for the 
outside corner. Behind the plate, way behind than catchers use to set, the mother gives instructions to 
both of them. 

The girl, without checking the bases, cause there are no runners on board, takes impulse like 
she is about to throw her speediest fastball. Finally, she drops a high curve, clearly out of strike zone, 
but low enough to bluff his brother, and put the count 0-1. The ball falls two meters away from the 
mother and roll to her feet. If she would be correctly placed, the pitch would have found its target. 

The mother lifts the ball and takes a humorous shot to the hitter at-bat. The kid takes the joke 
with disdain and promises to hit the ball out of the park in the next pitch. 

The ball comes back to the hands of the girl. She takes her time and unfolds the usual routine, 
with the confidence of the veteran who knows that the momentum of the turn is in her favor. 
 
Something about the will 

The will moves with the freedom that the topography of the circumstances allows it. Its curves 
and its uprights, its shape and its details, its surroundings and its uncertainties, its straits and its 
amplitudes, its highs and its depths, are variable and unpredictable. Deciphering its codes is not always 
pushed with the energy that requires such a job. Sometimes it’s even necessary for it to strain with the 
arms, and focus a good slice of the concentration, just to not give up the crumbles of space that they 
let. Is that the fight? Try to transform the path in a street, and then in a road, and then in an avenue, 
and thus till it's raised any vestige of predetermination? Could it be that the will knows about that thing 
of the representations? Would there be audacity in its character? Would it tolerate what the horizon 
means?   
 
I gave her my heart, but she wanted my soul 

“While riding on a train goin' west 
 I fell asleep for to take my rest” 
The old stereo reproduced a concert from 1965, according to what the presenter had said in 

the introduction. The acoustics were quite curious in that barely lightning and tiny bathroom; three 
candles of geometric shapes were getting the job done. The guy was laying in the bathtub for a long 
while, with the eyes closed, a cheap cigar from the off license of the town in his right hand and the rest 
of the body submerged beneath the thick layer of spume.  

“Let me ask you one question 
Is your money that good 
Will it buy you forgiveness 
Do you think that it could” 
Impassive, the only movement he was doing was the one to take the cigar to the mouth and 

retire it after a few long drags and one really deep, the old fashioned way. Sometimes he was taking 
the left arm to take the glass that was outside, in the floor, next to a bottle of an also cheap and 
somewhat rough whiskey half drunk. Through the little window you could see some almost bare 
branches moving fast, already a bit bent by the inclement autumn's hill wind. 



“I heard the sound of a thunder, it roared out a warnin', 
Heard the roar of a wave that could drown the whole world, 
Heard one hundred drummers whose hands were a-blazin', 
Heard ten thousand whisperin' and nobody listenin', 
Heard one person starve, I heard many people laughin', 
Heard the song of a poet who died in the gutter, 
Heard the sound of a clown who cried in the alley, 
And it's a hard, and it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard, 
And it's a hard rain's a-gonna fall”. 
The music stopped suddenly, which caused him an unwanted startle. He opened the eyes and 

moved the head towards the stereo. The swing was a bit abrupt, so his hair and his long beard dipped 
the floor a bit. The robotic voice of the official announcer made him incorporate inside the bathtub. 

“This is an urgent message from the presidency of the nation for the people of the country. By 
the decree number 09495021/2042 and the authority that the national constitution grants to our 
president, from 8 pm of the date will start to rule the state of siege for undetermined time. The 
meetings in public space of more than two people will be forbidden from 5pm to 8 am. The meetings in 
public space of more than five people are absolutely forbidden, the same as the meetings in any kind of 
private space, besides short dialogues in between whoever lives in that address. It’s recommended to 
avoid any attempt against this decree, leaving the felon at risk of being repressed by the security and 
justice forces”. 

The message ended abruptly, dropping a void only covered by the whistle of the wind. The 
sight of the guy stayed fixed in the old stereo, till five minutes later the music got back. 

“Yes and how many years can some people exist 
Before they're allowed to be free? 
Yes and how many times can a man turn his head 
Pretend that he just doesn't see?” 
The guy turned back and stayed absorbed for a while longer, crashed by the resound of the 

words in his head. The applause of the attendance took him out of his trance. He moved the neck to 
relax it and slipped again inside the bathtub, till he found the previous position. 

“If you're travelin' in the North Country fair 
Where the winds hit heavy on the borderline 
Remember me to one who lives there 
For she once was a true love of mine” 
While the sound of the guitar was digging his weakest side, a tear dropped from the far side of 

his right eye. Without wiping it, he took a large sip of whiskey and smoked his cigar softly but deeply, 
filling with smoke the whole tiny bathroom.  

 
Don’t conquer, explore 

Hey, you, conqueror, you haven’t learned how to convert into an explorer yet? Yes, there’s a 
big difference in between them. Nobody has told you about it? How is it possible you’ve lost your time 
this way? 

The conqueror counts in kilometers, up to hundreds and thousands; the explorer sums up 
centimeters and, sometimes, millimeters. 

The conqueror looks just beyond, with a straight back and the step firm; the explorer goes 
around as the mood, but always looks in all directions, contemplates the options (and the landscape), 
comes back occasionally and, if necessary, stops for a while. 

The conqueror frowns with the determination that doesn’t know the chance of the mistaken; 
the explorer smiles, keys up or grieves the expression with the spontaneity of who has understood the 
wandering as something unavoidable. 

The conqueror is sure; the explorer doubts, all the time, even with pleasure. 



The conqueror pokes around and quarries from the other; the explorer feels curiosity about 
the other.  

The conqueror receives with disdain, because believes is the right; the explorer tries to give 
every day a little bit more, because believes is the duty. 

The conqueror pre-writes; the explorer re-writes. 
The conqueror gives the hand; the explorer gives a hug.  
The conqueror looks excessively the outside; the explorer notices the inside.  
The conqueror feeds the ego; the explorer feeds the spirit. 
The conqueror chooses the change after a bite or two; the explorer bites again and again, till 

the juice of the fruit is finished. 
The conqueror despises in silent the others values, while considers the own true and 

unalterable; the explorer agrees sometimes, and others not, but always considers the original validity 
granted by the latent relativity in everything.  

The conqueror exercises the rights; the explorer enjoys and estimates the opportunities.  
The conqueror thinks he is the lord of all of his wills; the explorer acknowledges the freedom 

fiction.  
The conqueror works; the explorer plays (or tries to). 
The conqueror looks for orientation; the explorer hangs around lost. 
The conqueror makes a commitment with the world; the explorer makes a commitment with 

the life. 
Oh, conqueror! I would feel sorry for you just if you wouldn’t have the skills to become an 

explorer. You have in front of you the sense of life, the history of the being and the existence, the smell 
of the flowers and the eternal flight of birds; however, you settle satisfied with the occasional applause 
of those who keep the eyes closed. 

The time, the one you despise in favor of the space, its other side, whispers that you can still 
reconsider your priorities. 

Until next sunset. 
 
Listopad* 

Whatever they say, the reality is that the bag knows from the beginning that it is a bag. At least 
that’s what its original instinct usually whispers.   

It has responsibilities immediately. This is the way its creators wanted. Carries something here 
and there, sometimes it even changes hands, cause of insensibility, disinterest or carelessness.  

But the moment comes in which the carelessness transforms into total disregard and, if the 
chase is a bit lazy, it goes. Slowly, with no rush at all, sating the first appetites of the emancipation. 

Its new authority, the wind (you know, the one of the monologues), starts to win its trust. At 
first it test, and then try to understand its reasons. The encounter with the rest of the bags seems to 
confirm the new sense of the behavior. Impeccable or slightly threadbare, rookies or veterans, 
affirming or denying, they always have something to express, even and especially during the most 
perfect of all the silences. 

It arrives the moment in which the bag, if it grown old enough, delivered itself to the dictate of 
the new and contradictory authority. Sometimes it takes the bag very near the ground, as dragging it: it 
says that this way it is retired the bad herbs and the spines that prevaricate the character, so, when the 
wind elevates the bag later, this one looks from above without looking from above, knowing that 
regardless how high it gets, it won’t ever stop being a bag. 

Oh, from above! From there the bag watches the road, sometimes blurry, occasionally 
naturally illuminated. The road seems to nod and the bag usually likes its odds. Unless it starts the 
feared storm: in such case it goes in search for one of its refuge, or any refuge; it never lacks one. 

If it freaks out a little, the authority, wise enough, invites it to stop and, in case of being 
necessary, to step back. There’s no shame, it says, in being scared, as there’s no shame in the real 



laugh and the real weep.  
And that’s the way it expects to pass by its life. It feels comfortable ignoring the idea of 

destiny. What’s the point, if it already knows the end: a hand will come to take it and throw it next to 
the rest of the waste and sediment of the world. It just wants for that moment to be in a long time, 
when it has hanged around and has flown, has met and has learned, has hit and has missed, well 
enough so it won’t matter anymore.  
  
* NofT: According to the handwritings found in a corner of the city in 1968, or maybe in 1967, the 
original title was “Get in to get out”, written in english. It was crossed with this word in polish written in 
the side, in capital letters. It means, literally, November. Epistemologically, is the result of the 
combination of two words, spadekliści, what means “leaves's fall”. 
 
The goldfish 
To DL 
 - Hello, good morning. 
 - Good morning, boss, how is it going? 
 - Very well, and you? 
 - Also very well, thanks. Extraordinary day, isn't it? 
 - Yes, quite nice. It doesn't feel like fall. 
 - Not at all. 
 - Sorry for bothering you, but I feel curious. What are you looking for? 
 - I'm looking for... well, it's actually a secret... 
 The man moved his sight towards the river, then left and right over his shoulder, and turned 
back to his interlocutor. 
 - Well, there's nobody in a few kilometers around, it seems. You can confess if you feel like, I 
will keep your secret. 
 The other hesitated for a while, but ended up accepting the game.  
 - Oh right. I tell you. I'm looking for the goldfish. 
 - For what? 
 - The goldfish. 
 - Uuuuhh, so grab a good seat, because it's gonna take a long while to find it. 
 - I know, I'm a patient person. 
 - There's a lot of people that spend a lifetime looking for it and never find it. 
 - I know. I think I would tolerate the frustration. 
 - Why don't you just do something else? 
 - I have no choice. 
 The man looked at the hair of his interlocutor, with no seemingly gray, his vital body and his 
unwrinkled smile. 
 - You say you have no choice? 
 - Not anymore, boss, not anymore. 
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